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Best anonymous vpn android

The best VPN services – short for 'virtual private network' – are pieces of software that can change your location and keep your online activities anonymous. However, as they have shot up into the mainstream, millions worldwide realize they can do so much more than that. Available on PCs, mobile
devices, routers, smart TVs, game consoles and more, even the most inexperienced Internet user can now connect to a VPN in one click to access blocked sites and geo-restricted streaming services, while keeping their activity absolutely private. However, doing your research and choosing the best VPN
is incredibly important because not all are created equal – and, surprisingly, only a select few can do everything you might need. The best VPN can anonymize you by routing your connection through encrypted servers around the world. This hides your activity from your ISP, which means it can't say you
have access to restricted sites and then block it. What you do will be completely hidden from governments, hackers and even the VPN itself. For example, if Facebook or YouTube is banned from your school, you can access these apps through your VPN. If you're traveling to the UAE or China, you can
use a VPN to access restricted sites and apps you use daily, such as Gmail and WhatsApp. And if you're vacationing somewhere outside your home country, you can use a VPN to access the Netflix programs you love, as they may not be available abroad. The competition to be crowned best VPN gets
harder every day, but there's still a clear winner that's head and shoulders above the rest - ExpressVPN.One of ExpressVPN's main assets is that it's incredibly easy to use on any platform - whether it's your phone, PC or even PlayStation. It also has all our streaming tests, easily around the geo-
restrictions of Netflix, BBC iPlayer, Hulu and Amazon Prime Video – and, because it offers such fast connections, you'll be able to watch in HD or 4K just like usual. To finish it, you'll also be covered by a 30-day money-back guarantee which means you can effectively test-drive the service and the 3,000+
servers for an entire month before you buy.1. ExpressVPN - hands-down the best VPN available Simply put, ExpressVPN is the best VPN on the market. It delivers the full suite of speed, security, configurable privacy features and, most importantly, great reliability. The 30-day no-quibble money-back
guarantee you trial the service, and now you can even get three months for free. View DealThe best VPN services todayExpressVPN is simply the best VPN available (our full ExpressVPN review is here) thanks to the great apps, ease of use, excellent speeds, 24/7 customer service support, and broad
compatibility between devices. You use the service on Mac, Windows, iOS, Android, even Linux or BlackBerry, and you also install it on your Android TV, games console or your home router. With a kill switch, split tunneling, DNS leak and military-grade encryption as standard, your data remains secure,
plus the no-logging policy ensures your anonymity in any situation. And Express's stellar 24/7 live chat support will help if something goes wrong. Perfect for newbies and experts, ExpressVPN offers that rare combination of simplicity and in-depth functionality. The apps retain the same clean, one click-
and-connect interface across all devices, but if you want to open the hood, you can configure it exactly the way you want it to. Fancy watching Netflix in the US when you're abroad? Express can pick you out with that -plus any other regional library you might be interested in. It will also get you stuck in BBC
iPlayer, Hulu, Amazon Prime Video, HBO Go, Sky Go, Disney Plus... In short, if you want to watch more, ExpressVPN can keep you on your couch as long as you want. If we had any complaints, it would be that Express only offers five simultaneous connections, but you still install on as many devices as
you want and log in and out while using them. In addition, if you use the dedicated router app, you cover every device in your home with four connections that you save. We can go on for pages singing Express's praises, but all we have to say is that it's the best VPN service available for virtually any
purpose. However, if you're not sure, the 30-day money-back guarantee will give you plenty of time to test so you can make sure it's right for you. If this isn't it, you get your money back - no questions asked. Get three months FREE of the very best VPN on the market Tom's Guide readers can claim three
months free on a 12 month plan with ExpressVPN – that's 15 months for the price of 12. But if you want to try it before you buy, you'll still be covered by that 30-day money-back guarantee to make sure it's the right VPN for you. Watch DealIf you're on this page, you probably know about NordVPN – and
yes, the security giant you've seen on TV is one of the best VPN services out there. While expressvpn can't quite match all-round excellence, Nord offers a seriously secure, privacy-focused experience. You'll be covered by military-grade encryption, in addition to all the usual additional features we're used
to, such as a kill switch and a choice of protocols that let you choose whether you want extra speed or security. You also have a large selection of apps for virtually any device you want to cover. Those apps present one of the drawbacks of Nord though – on desktop and larger screens the map-based
interface is quite convenient, but on handheld devices it is much more clunky than a server list. Although you open one with a swipe, we'd like to see one right away. That's a little whining, otherwise NordVPN offers a great experience. You will be able to To stream overseas Netflix, BBC iPlayer, Hulu and
more, plus with its great connection speeds you won't be left buffering. Nord was subjected to a well-known data breach in 2018, but has made great strides remedy, not least a second full independent audit in two years of its internals and no-logs policy. All this comes together to create an excellent VPN
service that only misses out on the top spot due to a few app problems – and the fact that the competition is so strong. Huge Black Friday deal from today's largest provider NordVPN is currently holding an excellent Black Friday sale. If you sign up for a two-year plan, you have the chance to win one
month, one year, or two years for free. At worst, that's a nice freebie, and at best that cuts your monthly expenses in half to less than $2 a month. View DealFor those on a budget, Surfshark offers a truly powerful VPN for less than half of what some competitors charge. No, you don't have every bell and
call, but for those who just want reliable internet security and speeds good enough to stream with, it has everything you need. While they're not incredibly deep, Surfshark's apps look great and are easy to use. All you have to do is connect the button quickly and you're turned off. You'll also get apps for a
variety of devices, including Android, iOS, Windows, Mac and Linux.On that note, Surfshark lets you really protect any device you own, as it offers unlimited simultaneous connections with one subscription. That means you can cover 10, 20, even 50 devices with one subscription. Surfshark is no slouch in
the privacy department, with a kill switch, split tunneling and AES-256 encryption. If you want that seriously powerful configuration in your VPN then it's probably not for you, but it keeps you safe – it wouldn't be on this list if it wasn't. Value is what makes Surfshark really shine, though. If you sign up for 12
months you pay less than $2.50 a month and get 12 months free - and you get everything you own with a plan. It's that simple. Black Friday sales offering prices of just $2.21 a month Surfshark is a great option for those who want to set and forget a simple VPN – and now you can get even more for your
money thanks to the Black Friday sales. In addition to the excellent two-year plan, you get an extra three months for free - which works for just $2.21 per month.,View Deal (Image credit: Hotspot Shield)Although it's probably best known for its free VPN, Hotspot Shield does offer a fully equipped paid VPN
that's surprisingly impressive. It offers incredibly fast VPN speeds available for a fair price, and it's pretty easy to use as well. While those maximum speeds come with a few drawbacks - namely the fact that Hotspot's own protocol Catapult Hydra can't be manually set to routers like OpenVPN - the service
has really improved since we last tested has become one of our most recommended VPNs. Improvements include the addition of a Linux app, a tasty price reduction for the annual plan, and an increase in the number of covered countries (to over 80, now). You also get some freebies - 1Password will be
the are still having a few problems with logging, but if we're honest they're not huge. Although more data is collected than expressVPN, for example, there is still nothing here that you can possibly link to your activity. So, if you're looking for seriously fast streaming in just about any service, or want to
download torrents to safety as soon as possible, Hotspot Shield is definitely one to watch. Sign up now to the Hotspot Shield website (Image credit: CyberGhost)CyberGhost has a feature-loaded, user-friendly interface, with handy buttons in the Windows client software for streaming media, torrenting files,
protecting your Wi-Fi broadcasts and evading censorship. Those streaming and torrenting features are really useful because it takes the trial-and-error of testing individual servers to see if they work with Netflix and the like. While ExpressVPN's just always seem to work, individual servers from many other
providers can drop Netflix support if they're detected, so CyberGhost makes it super easy to get streaming. And, on that note, there are over 6,900 CyberGhost servers in about 90 countries worldwide, so there's always a great selection to choose from. CyberGhost is also transparent about the company
structure, posting photos and bios on its website of everyone from the CEO to the cleaning person, and privacy fanatics will be keen that the company is based in Romania rather than in the US. Moreover, you do not have to give your real name to sign up – all you need is a working email address and you
pay in Bitcoin to remain almost anonymous. While cyberghost's short plans are among the most expensive on the market, the three-year plan has recently fallen to a record low of just $2.25 a month – that even beats the performance of Surfshark.CyberGhost isn't quite right there with the best, and the
apps are sometimes a bit fickle, but it's still a top VPN that we highly recommend. Sign up now on the CyberGhost website (Image credit: IPVanish)Sixth in our current rankings list comes IPVanish - a good VPN service that features over 1,500 servers in over 75 locations and 24/7 customer service,
However, a brand new selling point is that IPVanish has recently changed its policy to allow unlimited connections – along with Surfshark, it is one of the only VPNs on this list to offer that. Those connections can also be useful, as IPVanish works on many devices, including Mac, Windows, Android and
iOS. The desktop apps offer plenty of options that will keep the pros happy, while the just-work simplicity is also there for everyone. That it all functions at far above average speeds is a nice bonus. The aesthetics of the apps is similar on all devices - read: very techy - and while some might appreciate
rolling charts and interface full of data, for those less interested in anything it might seem a little intimidating. It doesn't have to be, though, because, as we said, it's all very easy to use. One of the largest points for VPNs is unblocking streaming content, and while IPVanish can give you access to Netflix, it
unfortunately struggles with Amazon Prime and BBC iPlayer. If you use it regularly, then it might be best to look elsewhere. However, IPVanish is still a solid service that is worth considering – it's just not an absolute standout in any particular area. Sign up now to the IPVanish website (Image credit: Private
Internet Access)Private Internet Access (PIA) has been around for some time, and it has built a special following of users who value the reliability and dedication to privacy. It provides fast connections on the majority of servers, and although it doesn't have the widest selection of location, it works well in
most situations. We also like pia's 'Detect Best Server' feature getting the guesswork out of the way for you, by suggesting which of the 60+ locations you should adopt at any given time. As you'd expect from any decent VPN, it has special apps for Windows, Mac, Android and iOS, and even Linux is one of
the lineup. The mobile apps don't disappoint either, with great coverage, whether you're at home or on the day. However, while PIA can give you access to Netflix abroad, it struggles with BBC iPlayer. That may not be a big loss, but for Brits abroad it may affect your decision. PIA offers 10 simultaneous
connections, which should be enough to cover your household's devices on one plan. And if you go for the longer subscription, PIA also offers a lot of value. While the support and unblocking options aren't there with the best, if you're looking for a simple VPN to get you going with a minimum of hassle, PIA
is definitely a good shout. Sign up now on the PIA website (Image credit: Windscribe)Windscribe VPNs probably know best for its excellent free service that gives users 10GB of data per month, but it also offers a reasonably priced paid service that delivers unlimited data and allows you to connect as many
devices as you want at once. Most other VPN services only allow five to 10 at a time. Windscribe is compatible with many platforms, including routers and Amazon Fire and Kodi TV set-top boxes. The service offers a wide variety of connection options, has a wide geographical reach with hundreds of
servers and offers an attractive, if minimal, user interface. It is also good for watching overseas Netflix, and has special 'Windflix servers' to make this possible. The chrome VPN extension of the service is a standout feature. As one of the best on the market, it offers plenty of features and can be used
without installing the desktop client – great for working computers from other devices you don't install software on. Windscribe network performance not as impressive and in our tests it delivered slower connection times than its competitors. You pay for a Windscribe subscription with Bitcoin, you don't even
have to provide an email address and the service is based in Canada, which can appeal to users wary of the US The only feature missing is a kill switch to stop all internet activity if the VPN connection is lost while using. But Windscribe argues that the built-in firewall prevents data breaches. Generally, for
those looking to test out a VPN with a free service and then sign up as soon as you know it works, Windscribe is an excellent option. Sign up now on the Windscribe website (Image credit: ProtonVPN)Number of servers: 800+ | Server locations: 50+ in 50 countries | Maximum supported tools: 5 | 24/7 live
support: No. | 30 day money back guarantee: YesUnblocks streaming servicesAudited, high quality appsFree option worth tryingExpensiveGee live chatProtonVPN has come to our attention lately. It's a good VPN provider with some real professionals making it a tempting option. One of the standouts is
how effective it is at unblocking the catalogs of TV streaming services abroad. Netflix? No problem. Amazon Prime Video? Easily. BBC iPlayer? A doddle. So, if your main reason to be here is to find a good streaming VPN, then Proton is a decent fit. However, streaming support is only available on the Plus
subscription, which, to be honest, is a bit expensive. On its longest contract (two years), you'll pay about the same as for ExpressVPN, except you won't get live chat support and you'll miss over 2,000 servers worldwide. If you're someone who probably needs an iPhone VPN or Android VPN, ProtonVPN's
apps are a real pleasure to use. They are basically feature-filled and easy to use as its desktop clients. We have to say that we expected higher speeds when we tested Proton's servers around the world, and if this was improved, it would bring the service up a bit in our estimates. But we really like the
provider's commitment to privacy, and features like Secure Core and its rock-solid privacy policies are great. If you just want to give it a go before buying, we would thoroughly recommend the free version. If you like that, there's not a huge amount of reasons not to upgrade. Sign up now on the ProtonVPN
website (Image credit: TunnelBear)Number of servers: 1,000 | Server locations: 23 | Maximum supported tools: 5 | 24/7 live chat: No. | 30-day money back guarantee: No (but limited free version)Extremely user-friendly Excellent security guarantees Very secureUS-ownedLittle in the way of featuresFor
those who have never used a VPN – and perhaps a little intimidated by the prospect – TunnelBear could be the perfect choice. You start with a limited free subscription (which, while giving you only 500MB of data per month), or upgrade to the full service gives to more than 1,000 servers in about 20
countries.Network performance is acceptable and prices are similar for the course. However, the biggest draw is the comprehensive privacy policy and regular audits, which will appeal to you if you are looking for a VPN to keep your data truly safe. TunnelBear's simplicity, though, is also its downfall. While
While easy to use, like ExpressVPN and most other top-rated providers, but once you're used to using it, you have the choice to explore in-depth options if you want. No luck with TunnelBear, though, because there is a lack of configuration. You also have no choice but to run Tunnelbear's client software -
unless you're using Linux - that may concern some privacy-minded users, and there's no option to set up TunnelBear connections on routers or other devices. Finally, this small Canadian company is now owned by US antivirus giant McAfee, which may mean TunnelBear is subject to U.S. search warrants.
But if you want to set up and forget a VPN, TunnelBear is not a bad option. Sign up now on the TunnelBear website (Image credit: VyprVPN)Number of servers: 700+ | Server locations: 63 countries | Maximum supported tools: 5 | 24/7 live support: Yes | 30 day money back guarantee: YesExcellent privacy
policyApps for everythingReportedly works in ChinaBelow average speedsSupport articles should workVyprVPN is a useful service that has a lot to itself. Firstly, we would like to draw attention to the watertight no-logging policy, which has also been monitored by the government. This is a great start if
you're looking for a VPN to keep your data private. You'll also get broad device support, as Vypr offers a plethora of apps for virtually any device you might ask for, including QNAP, TVs, and BlackPhone, with additional manuals for Blackberry phones, OpenWRT, Boxee and others. However, with only 5
simultaneous connections, you may need to choose and choose. However, if you're looking for a lightning-fast VPN, VyprVPN might disappoint a little. In our tests it performed well in the UK, but in the US it didn't come close to making the most of our ultrafast line. Still, it offers usable speeds, and if you
don't have a top tier internet, you probably won't notice the differenceWith prices starting at as low as $2.50 per month, VyprVPN looks like a good quality service – but it still can't quite match Surfshark's $1.99 per month. However, for privacy notes, Vypr is a good option. Sign up now on the VyprVPN
website (Image credit: Future)Number of servers: 950+ | Server locations: 60+ in 36 countries | Maximum supported tools: 12 | 24/7 live support: Yes | 30 day money back guarantee: YesWorks on 12 devices at the sameBypasses region locks for NetflixHas own DNS serviceWindows app is bare
bonesLimited featuresStrongVPN is a solidly performing VPN, perfect for bypassing region locks. However, beyond the basics, it offers some unique additional benefits while missing some more obvious others. A really attractive feature is that you have up to 12 devices at once strongVPN which is more
than enough to cover all your devices and keep some left over. But this is offset by a lack of detail in the client, which has no information in the server browser or DNS settings, and the fact that you have to pay a relatively high price for even an annual subscription compared to However, making a bit for
that high price is the free 250GB of SugarSync storage (yes, exactly the same deal as IPVanish, but StrongVPN is cheaper), and if the storage provider is usually quite expensive, this is a good deal. However, StrongVPN has missed a trick here, as if you are visiting the homepage, you just don't see
anything about this collaboration. You get 24/7 customer service, including a phone line with more limited opening hours, plus decent speeds in almost any server location, making it freely usable. For those looking for secure storage plus a simple, simple VPN, StrongVPN is not a bad option. Sign up now
on the StrongVPN website (Image credit: Future)Number of servers: 1,100+ | Server locations: 290+ in 190 countries | Maximum supported tools: 5 | 24/7 live support: Yes | 30 day money back guarantee: YesThe most countries we've seenFresh no-logs security auditUnblocks NetflixNo Prime Video,
iPlayer, Disney +A little priceyStarted way back in 2005 by a boy named Jack Cator, HideMyAss (which has recently shed itself of its schoolboy origins by semi-censoring its name to HMA) has become a stalwart of the VPN industry. With servers in 190 countries, HMA has the widest network of any VPN
in this list, and apps for numerous devices offer plenty of options here. However, these servers are spread a little thin, and we would like to see each location populated with more than just a few. HMA has recently conducted a no-logging audit by VerSprite, which has been adopted – although we are not
entirely sure of the true scope of this, and the final report is not available for the public to inspect. Still, that's good news. HMA isn't perfect for streamers unless you're only watching Netflix - Amazon Prime Video, BBC iPlayer and Disney+ all remain blocked - but P2P is allowed, so torrenting is still on the
table. Overall, it's a good VPN that it might be worth looking at. Sign up now on the HMA website (Image credit: Bitdefender)One of the best antivirus providers Bitdefender has launched a standalone VPN product. Bitdefender used VPN to come bundled with the antivirus package, but now it's available on
its own, and for a very reasonable price. Bitdefender VPN is built around hotspot shield's Catapult Hydra protocol and offers some seriously high speeds, tailored only to Hotspot Shield itself, and this is a huge draw for the VPN. However, that dependence on Hotspot Shield does mean that Bitdefender



does not have much control over its registration policy, and it is also impossible to manually set up as a router VPN. Bitdefender's app is about as simple as possible – which will be positive or negative depending on what kind of user you are. You get an on/off button, a choice of a server of 30 or so, a
handy check box you use to make sure you're protected when you start P2P traffic, and fully functional kill switch to protect you from drop-outs. That's it. Although we prefer to see a little more configuration available, for or those who are looking to gain access to Catapult Hydra without paying Hotspot
Shield's premium prices, Bitdefender VPN may look tempting. Sign up to the Bitdefender wesbite (Image credit: Ivacy)Number of servers: 1,000+ | Server locations: 75+ locations | Maximum supported tools: 5 | 24/7 live support: Yes | 30 day money back guarantee: YesLong plans are super cheapTones of
extra featuresNetflix, Prime, iPlayer, Disney+ unblockedPoor speedsA number bugs in our testsIf you don't mind signing up for a huge five years, Ivacy is just about the cheapest VPN you pick up. For just $1.41 a month, it's incredibly good value, but you have to ask yourself: will Ivacy have tracked the
competition in five years? Beyond that, Ivacy is a pretty decent VPN in general, and very different from Bitdefender, the apps are full to the brim with interesting additions. You filter your servers by the best you use with a particular streaming provider, save your favorites, choose between some protocols
and the app even claims to scan downloaded files for viruses. You also get a kill switch and split tunneling. However, there are a few usability issues that we were not hugely impressed with. Automatic server selection doesn't often give us the server we would usually choose, and Streaming Mode threw up
a host of problems such as hidden IP addresses and unusable servers. Plus, while we know it's cheap, we don't appreciate being served ads in a commercial product. Generally, however, you don't sniff at that price, and if that's your only concern, Ivacy might be for you. Sign up now on the Ivacy website
Summary of the best VPN services: 1. ExpressVPNThe best VPN money bar none2 can buy. NordVPNThe biggest name in VPN and a great service3. Surfshark VPNSuper fast, easy to use and cheap4. CyberGhostMarish brand and a solid service5. IPVanishA always reliable service and office favorite ^
Back to the topBest VPN FAQSPret the best VPN for can be a tricky process – that's why we've put together this comprehensive guide. For most people, however, we recommend our #1 VPN ExpressVPN as the best choice. It works great as a Netflix VPN, a torrenting VPN, and even a China VPN, so
whatever you need your VPN to do, it has you covered – all the while keeping you protected with its rock-solid encryption. If you're looking for a cheap VPN, we also recommend bargain VPN Surfshark as a great option. It's not that fully equipped an ExpressVPN, but now available for only $2.21 a month
it's a bit more affordable. As a middle ground, fan-favorite NordVPN is also useful. It offers serious security at a decent price, and has apps for tons of devices. When testing VPNs, we monitor every aspect that may be of interest to To begin with, we look at what personal data a service needs and what
essential functions, such as encryption. Then we consider prices, and whether money-back guarantees are offered, and whether it works on other operating systems like a Mac VPN or Linux VPN as if as on Windows. During the physical tests, we test speeds across a number of servers, check for DNS
leaks, test kill switch functionality plus all other additional features, and measure connection time and when the apps crash. Finally, we look at how easy the apps are to use and test the services on desktop and mobile devices. Short answer – no. Using a VPN is not illegal and it is perfectly legitimate to
want to protect your data and activities. Having one on your computer and using it regularly in pursuit of foolproof web security and location spoofing is in no way unlawful. However, using a VPN to hide illegal activities doesn't make you above the law, so downloading copyrighted material is still illegal, even
with a VPN. Similarly, using a VPN goes against Netflix's Ts&amp;Cs, and the provider has the right to terminate your subscription if they catch you – although that never actually happened. Countries like China and the UAE have legislated against VPN use, but because of their use in business it is
impossible to ban VPNs outright. However, in those cases it's worth reading about what you may or may not be allowed to use a VPN for, and consider whether the very small risk is worth it. The best VPN can make it look like you're somewhere you're not. It's a well-worn practice of avoiding online
censorship, as is done in some countries, or tapping into US streaming services while they're in Europe or Asia. We used VPNs to read the New York morning newspaper in Beijing and watch American TV in London. But there are some caveats. A VPN gives you more privacy, but not more security. If you
end up on a website where malware is being harbored, the VPN can't prevent you from being infected. If you just want to avoid geographical restrictions on streaming content like BBC iPlayer or Hulu, you don't necessarily need a VPN to do so. You just need a proxy service that will make it look like you're
in the right country. There are many free proxy services available, but do your homework before choosing one - some are a bit dodgy. Finally, Netflix and the BBC are tough on VPNs and proxy services. There are no guarantees that a particular service will avoid geographical restrictions on any given day.
The most basic qualities you should look for are speed, privacy and ease of use. These may seem like basic features, but in reality few providers have found a happy medium. The connection speed depends on having a wide range of well-maintained servers. This allows the VPN to provide excellent speed
and bandwidth to anyone using their servers. Excellent security is a free but hard to get right. If you're worried about that, make sure your VPN has a foolproof privacy policy and that a non-logging policy is even better. Some services such as ExpressVPN and NordVPN have also been independently
audited to prove their claims. Finally, although many users might au fait with tech, more and more newbies are looking to start using VPNs. If If you, it's definitely worth making sure that your provider has well-designed apps on all the devices you expect to use with the service. Of course, free services are
very popular products, because everyone likes to save their money. And, they can be useful bits of software if you're not someone who probably keeps their VPN turned on all the time and just wants to use it for occasional use to stay safe on public Wi-Fi. Oh, and if you don't mind ads... For most people,
though, free services offer a false economy. They tend to have limited servers in only a handful of locations, often limiting you to a single device and almost always a limit on the amount of data you use per day or month. These data limits exclude using your VPN for streaming or torrenting, and if you want
to keep your VPN active 24/7 for a permanent layer of privacy, a vpn without fee just won't work. There are several VPN protocols, not all of which are used by all the VPN services we have reviewed. Most operating systems have built-in support for at least one of these protocols, which means you use that
protocol - and a willing VPN service - without client software. The full-fledged VPN services have online instructions for how to do this, as well as how to set up routers to connect directly to the services. OpenVPN: OpenVPN is very secure, open-source and widely used. Most VPN services support it, but
with the exception of Chrome OS and Linux, few operating systems do. This protocol can be used in TCP (web) mode or UDP (streaming). the latter is sloppier, but faster. You'll need the VPN service's client software or one of the many free alternatives. Either way, you still have to pay for the VPN service.
L2TP/IPsec (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol with Internet Protocol Security): L2TP itself is not secure, so it is generally linked to the IPsec secure-networking standard. The combination of the two was once considered very secure when implemented properly, but some VPN services suggest that you use
OpenVPN instead. L2TP/IPsec has native support in Windows, OS X/macOS, Android, Chrome OS, and iOS. Most VPN services support it. IKEv2 (Internet Key Exchange version 2, generally with IPsec): This is a new-ish standard that is very secure when properly implemented. It has native support in
Windows, iOS and recent versions of OS X/macOS. Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP): SSTP is a Microsoft protocol with native support on Windows Vista and later versions. People think it's very safe, but only Microsoft knows for sure. PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol): This standard is
largely outdated, with many known security flaws, but it is It has native support built into Windows, Android and older versions of Mac OS X and iOS; Apple has stopped supporting macOS Sierra and iOS 10. Use PPTP only to stream content because it doesn't protect your data. WireGuard: The latest of
these protocols, WireGuard reportedly combines excellent security with great large Developed from the ground up, it uses much less code than its predecessors, meaning a better, simpler user experience. However, it is not yet supported by many VPN services, although it is gaining traction. Some, like
Mozilla VPN, use wireguard only.Read more: more:
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